
Epstein, Adam Jay. **Have You Seen Gordon?** Illustrated by Ruth Chan. Simon and Schuster. ISBN 978-1-5344-7736-0. $17.99. This isn't your classic seek-and-find book! Gordon isn't hidden at all, he was born to stand out!


Mosco, Rosemary. **Butterflies Are Pretty…Gross!** Illustrated by Jacob Souva. Tundra Books. ISBN 978-0-7352-6592-9. $18.99. Butterflies are beautiful, but that doesn't mean they aren't hiding some gross secrets! Turn the pages of this book to learn increasingly gnarly facts about these seemingly elegant insects.


Shea, Bob. **Chez Bob.** Little, Brown and Company. ISBN 978-0-316-48311-7. $ 17.99. Meet Bob, a lazy alligator whose only goal is to take all the hard work out of finding tasty birds to eat. After opening the hottest birdseed restaurant in town, he’ll find his snout runneth over and his heart opening to new friendships.

Spires, Ashley. **Burt the Beetle Doesn’t Bite!** Kids Can Press. ISBN 978-1-5253-0146-9. $12.99. Burt the Beetle may not have super strength or speed or venom like other bugs, but he does have a positive can-do attitude when he finds he must rescue his friends from a spider’s web.


Sauer, Tammi. **Not Now, Cow.** Illustrated by Troy Cummings. Abrams Appleseed. ISBN 978-1-4197-4629-1. $17.99. The animals on the farm are ready to celebrate each season… except for Cow. Will Cow ever figure out what to wear for each season?


Mel is ready to leave the nest, but will she fall or fly? Read this book (from top to bottom, and bottom to top!) to find out!
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Trevino, Charles. **Seaside Stroll.** Illustrated by Maribel Lechuga. Charlesbridge. ISBN 978-1-58089-932-1. $16.99. Bundle up and get ready to take a stroll in a snowy, sandy adventure in *Seaside Stroll.* With every word beginning with the letter “S,” you'll be sure to enjoy everything from sunsets, surf, sand, and finally silence.
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Wenzel, Brendan. **Inside Cat.** Chronicle Books. ISBN 978-1-4521-7319-1. $17.99. Inside Cat experiences life through windows as it wanders and wonders through the many rooms of its inside home. Inside Cat knows it all, that is, until it finds that there is more than meets the eye when they reach a door instead of a window.
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